[Therapeutic nursing: a systematic review].
For some years therapeutic service catalogues have been established in medical rehabilitation which have broadened our previous understanding of nursing actions. Currently, therapeutic nursing plays a prominent role in neurological early rehabilitation because the operations and procedures coding system (OPS) 8-552 within the DRG-System (Diagnosis Related Groups) states that therapeutic nursing must be carried out by specially trained nursing personnel. This requirement leads to inconsistencies in nursing practice and the medical service of the health insurance (MDK) since a definition of therapeutic nursing is lacking. A previous review of therapeutic nursing in 2003 focused primarily on the development of the therapeutic nursing role, but not on therapeutic nursing itself. The following article contains the first systematic review of the current state of research regarding a definition of therapeutic nursing. For this purpose, a systematic study was conducted to examine if there are, nationally or internationally, any definitions of therapeutic nursing and to identify what the therapeutic aspects of nursing are. The research included following database; Medline, Cinahl and Embase. Additionally, a research by hand of several German journals as well as textbooks and specialized literature was carried out. 5 studies were selected which define the term "therapeutic nursing". Among these are one review, one primary study, one theoretical discussion and one dissertation. Further twenty four studies were identified which do not define the term, but are closely related to the subject, and use or characterize the term in various contexts. The publications examined provided indications of duties, interventions and roles nurses should perform, but not how to carry these out, nor what is therapeutic about the nursing. At the same time, the low number of studies reveals that therapeutic nursing has barely been examined and demonstrates the lack of theoretically grounding through nursing science.